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We construct the local Gribov-Zwanziger action for SU(2) Euclidean Yang-Mills theories in the
maximally Abelian (MA) gauge with U(1)3 Landau gauge fixing based on the Zwanziger’s work in
the Landau gauge. By the restriction of the functional integral region to the Gribov region in the
MA gauge, we give the nonlocal action. We localize the action with new fields and obtain the action
with the shift of the new scalar fields, which has the terms, corresponding to the localized action
of the horizon function in the MA gauge. The diagonal gluon propagator in the MA gauge at tree
level behaves like the propagator from Gribov-Zwanziger action in the Landau gauge and shows the
violation of Kallen-Lehmann representation.
PACS numbers: 12.38.Aw, 12.38.Gc, 14.70.Dj
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, it is thought that the behaviors of the gluon
propagator and the ghost propagator are very important
for understanding color confinement in Quantum chro-
modynamics (QCD). In the Landau gauge, confinement
is related to the (deep) infrared behavior of the gluon
propagator and the ghost propagator from the scenarios
proposed by Kugo and Ojima, and Gribov and Zwanziger
[1–4]. Gribov and Zwanziger suggested that if the Gribov
region is taken into consideration, the gluon propagator
is much affected and vanishes at zero momentum. From
this point of view, the gluon propagator has been much
studied by the various methods [5–7].
There are also accurate lattice studies recently which
report the infrared behavior of the gluon propagator
highly depends on the dimensionality [5, 8–12]. In both
four and three dimensions, the gluon propagator would
be finite at zero momentum [8, 9], which seems to be con-
tradict to the Gribov and Zwanziger scenario mentioned
above. In order to solve the challenge, the refined Gribov-
Zwanziger action, which introduces the condensates into
the original Gribov-Zwanziger action, has been developed
[5, 13]. Compared to these dimensions, the lattice studies
in two dimensions show that gluon propagator seems to
vanish when the momentum goes to zero [8, 10]. This in-
dicates that the original Gribov-Zwanziger action is well
described in two dimensions at least qualitatively.
In the maximally abelian (MA) gauge, the gluon prop-
agator has been investigated from the viewpoint of the
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dual-superconductor picture [14, 15, 17–20], which is one
of confinement scenarios proposed by Nambu, ’t Hooft
and Mandelstam [21]. In the dual-superconductor pic-
ture in QCD, the abelian degree of freedom leads to
the nonperturbative phenomena like confinement (this is
called Abelian dominance [25, 26].) In fact, many studies
support that QCD vacuum is the dual superconductor in
the MA gauge [27–32]. The Abelian dominance is also
supported from the behavior of the gluon propagator.
Lattice studies show that the diagonal gluon propagator
is larger enhanced than that of the off-diagonal propaga-
tor at low momentum in lattice studies [17, 19], and thus
it indicates the diagonal gluon plays an important role
for the infrared physics (especially it is called “infrared
Abelian dominance”). The Schwinger-Dyson study of the
gluon propagator also supports the infrared Abelian dom-
inance [15].
There are also studies from a perspective of the Kugo-
Ojima (KO) criterion and the Gribov problem. The KO
criterion has been generalized to the MA gauge in a very
recent paper [16] and there are also the Gribov copies in
the MA gauge, located on the other side of the horizon
[22–24]. The gluon propagator in the MA gauge has been
also studied on the basis of the original Gribov’s work and
the horizon term in the MA gauge, corresponding to that
in the Landau gauge has been studied [2, 3, 22].
On the other hand, the aim of this paper is to con-
struct the local Gribov-Zwanziger action in the SU(2)
MA gauge on the basis of Zwanziger’s work [3]. There
are similar studies to generalize the Gribov-Zwanziger
action to other gauges [33]. In Sec. II, we briefly sum-
marize the definition of MA gauge with U(1)3 and the
Faddeev-Popov operator in this gauge. In Sec. III A, we
derive the nonlocal action in the MA gauge and localize
it with new fields. We consider the vacuum expectation
2value of the new scalar fields and obtain the final expres-
sion of the localized action in Sec. IV and derive gluon
propagators at tree level in Sec. V. Sec. VI is devoted to
summary and future works.
II. THE FADDEEV-POPOV OPERATOR IN
SU(2) MA GAUGE WITH U(1)3 LANDAU
GAUGE
In this section, we review the MA gauge fixing and the
Faddeev-Popov operator in SU(2) Euclidean QCD [22].
The local SU(2) MA gauge condition is derived by the
local minimization of
RMA ≡
∑
a=1,2
∫
ddxAaµ(x)A
a
µ(x), (1)
under the gauge transformation. The local form of SU(2)
MA gauge is given by
(
DMAµ
)ab
Abµ(x) ≡
(
∂µδ
ab + ǫabA3µ(x)
)
Abµ(x) = 0, (2)
where the indices a, b are used for off-diagonal compo-
nents, which run from 1 to 2. In this gauge fixing, there
remains U(1)3 gauge symmetry, corresponding to the di-
agonal subgroup of SU(2). We fix the residual symmetry
with the Landau gauge,
∂µA
3
µ(x) = 0. (3)
The Faddeev-Popov operator in the SU(2) MA gauge,
F , is given by
F ab(x, y) ≡ 〈x, a|F |y, b〉
=
{
− (DMAµ )ac (DMAµ )cb − ǫacǫbdAcµAdµ} δ(x− y)
=
{−δab∂2 − 2ǫabA3µ∂µ + δabA3µA3µ − ǫacǫbdAcµAdµ}
× δ(x− y), (4)
where we used Eq.(3). Here, in order to apply the per-
turbation expansion in the next section, we define the
non-interacting part F0 and the interacting part F1 as
follows:
F ab0 (x, y) ≡ −δab∂2δ(x− y)
F ab1 (x, y) ≡
{−2ǫabA3µ∂µ + δabA3µA3µ − ǫacǫbdAcµAdµ}
× δ(x− y). (5)
The Gribov region in the MA gauge is given by the
positive definite of the Faddeev-Popov operator,∫
ddxddyψa(x)†F ab(x, y)ψb(y) ≥ 0, (6)
for all vectors ψa(x). This condition indicates that the
Gribov region in the MA gauge is bounded in the off-
diagonal direction, while it is not bounded in the diagonal
direction [22].
III. THE GRIBOV-ZWANZIGER ACTION IN
SU(2) MA GAUGE WITH U(1)3 LANDAU
GAUGE
In this section, we construct the Gribov-Zwanziger ac-
tion in the SU(2) MA gauge [3]. We first express the pro-
jected matrix spanned by the eigenvectors of the lowest
eigenstates of F0 with the perturbation expansion, from
which the lowest eigenvalue of F can be obtained. Then
we construct Gribov-Zwanziger action from the weaker
condition of Gribov region mentioned later. Localization
of Gribov-Zwanziger action is performed in the last part
of the section.
A. The perturbation expansion at all order in the
Faddeev-Popov operator
To consider the lowest eigenvalue of Faddeev-Popov
operator, we perform the perturbation expansion of F
around the lowest degenerate eigenvalue of F0 on the Eu-
clidean volume V = Ld.
The lowest eigenvalue and the eigenstates of F0 are
given by
F0 |k0, a〉 = k20 |k0, a〉 (7)
with k20 = (2π/L)
2. There are 4d eigenstates, corre-
sponding to the wave functions,
〈x0, b|k0, a〉 = δab
(
1
L
) d
2
eik0·x, (8)
where kµ0 = (0, . . . , 0,±2π/L, 0, . . . , 0) are the vectors
which have the only one nonzero component, ±2π/L.
According to Kato’s and Bloch’s method, the desired
eigenvalues of F are those of κ given by 4d× 4d matrix
[34],
κ ≡ P0FU, (9)
where P0 is the projection operator onto the subspace of
the lowest eigenvalue k20 of F0,
P0 =
∑
k0,a
|k0, a〉 〈k0, a| , (10)
and U is defined by
U =
∞∑
n=0
U (n), (11)
U (n) ≡
∑
(n)
′Sp1F1S
p2F1 . . . F1S
pnF1P0. (12)
Here,
Sp =
{ −P0 (p = 0)
Q0
[
1
k2
0
−F0
]p
Q0 (p 6= 0), (13)
3where Q0 = 1−P0 and
∑′
(n) means the summation over
all sets of the non-negative integers p1, p2, . . . , pn satisfy-
ing the conditions,
p1 + p2 + . . .+ pm ≤ m (m = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1)
p1 + p2 + . . .+ pn = n. (14)
Thus, κ is reduced to
κ = k20P0 + P0F1
∞∑
n=0
U (n)
= k20P0 + P0F1
∞∑
n=0
∑
(n)
′Sp1F1S
p2F1 . . . F1S
pnF1P0, (15)
where we use P0U = P0. In Eq.(15), the terms including
S0 are higher order compared to the other terms in the
expansion of 1/V , because the space by Q0 has the addi-
tional V factor in the large-volume limit associated with
the infinite summation [5]. In the large-volume limit, κ
is given by
κ = k20P0 + P0F1
∞∑
n=0
S1F1S
1F1 . . . F1S
1F1P0 (16)
Thus, we can rewrite κ as a 4d× 4d matrix explicitly,
κ
k0,k
′
0
a,b ≡ 〈k0, a|κ |k′0, b〉
= k20δa,bδk0,k′0
+
∞∑
n=0
〈k0, a|F1S1F1 . . . F1S1F1 |k′0, b〉 . (17)
Furthermore, S1 corresponds to −F−10 in the infinite vol-
ume limit,
S1 = Q0
[
1
k20 − F0
]
Q0
=
∑
|k|>|k0|,b
|k, b〉 −1
k2 − k20
〈k, b|
→ −
∑
k,b
|k, b〉 1
k2
〈k, b| = −F−10 , (18)
where k20 = (2π/L)
2 is neglected compared to k2. κ is
given by
κ
k0,k
′
0
a,b = k
2
0δa,bδk0,k′0 + 〈k0, a|F1 |k′0, b〉
+
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n 〈k0, a|F1F−10 F1 . . . F1F−10 F1 |k′0, b〉
= k20δa,bδk0,k′0 + 〈k0, a|F1 |k′0, b〉
− 〈k0, a|F1F−1F1 |k′0, b〉 , (19)
in the infinite volume limit.
Finally, we give the explicit expression with Eq.(4).
The second term in κ
k0,k
′
0
a,b is reduced to
〈k0, a|F1 |k′0, b〉 =
1
V
∫
ddxei(k
′
0
−k0)x
[
−2ǫabA3µ(x)(ik′0µ)
+ δabA3µ(x)A
3
µ(x) − ǫacǫbdAcµ(x)Adµ(x)
]
,
(20)
where we used Eq. (8).
Similarly, the third term is rewritten by
− 〈k0, a|F1F−1F1 |k′0, b〉
= − 1
V
∫
ddxddyei(k
′
0
y−k0x)
×
{
−ik0µǫafA3µ(x) + δafA3µ(x)A3µ(x) − ǫacǫfdAcµ(x)Adµ(x)
}
× F−1fe(x, y)
×
{
ik′0νǫ
ebA3ν(y) + δ
ebA3ν(y)A
3
ν(y)− ǫecǫbdAcν(y)Adν(y)
}
,
(21)
because
〈y, e|F1 |k′0, b〉 =
1√
V
(ik′0µǫ
ebA3µ(y) + δ
ebA3µ(y)A
3
µ(y)
− ǫecǫbdAcµ(y)Adµ(y))eik0y
〈k0, a|F1 |x, f〉 = 1√
V
(−ik0µǫafA3µ(x) + δafA3µ(x)A3µ(x)
− ǫacǫfdAcµ(x)Adµ(x))e−ik0x. (22)
In this way, we can express κ with the inverse of the
Faddeev-Popov operator in the MA gauge by resumming
the perturbation expansion of κ. The lowest eigenvalue
of the Faddeev-Popov operator, E , originally belonging to
k20 are obtained from diagonalizing the 4d × 4d matrix κ
in principle.
In the next subsection, the Gribov region satisfying
E > 0 is replaced by the weak condition, Trκ > 0 when
we construct the Gribov-Zwanziger action. Thus we give
Trκ explicitly:
Trκ = 4dk20 +
2d
V
κ1 +
2k20
V
κ2 − 2d
V
κ3, (23)
where
κ1 =
∫
ddx
{
2A3µ(x)A
3
µ(x)−Aaµ(x)Aaµ(x)
}
,
κ2 =
∫
ddxddyǫacA3µ(x)F
−1cd(x, y)ǫdaA3µ(y)
κ3 =
∫
ddxddy
{
δacA3µ(x)A
3
µ(x)− ǫaeǫcfAeµ(x)Afµ(x)
}
× F−1cd(x, y){δdaA3µ(y)A3µ(y)− ǫdeǫafAeµ(y)Afµ(y)}
≡
∫
ddxddyAac(x)F−1cd(x, y)Ada(y) (24)
Here, κ2 is a higher order correction, because the term
has the additional factor k20 = (2π/L)
2, compared to
κ1, κ3. κ2 is discussed in detail in Ref. [22].
4B. Non-local Gribov-Zwanziger action in SU(2)
MA gauge with U(1)3 Landau gauge
The Gribov region is given by restricting the func-
tional region over the gauge field to that of the positive
Faddeev-Popov operator. Thus, considering the Gribov
region, the partition function is expressed by
Z ≡
∫
DADc¯Dc exp [−SYM − SGF] θ(E), (25)
where SYM is SU(2) Euclidean Yang-Mills action,
SYM =
1
4g2
F aµνF
a
µν +
1
4g2
F 3µνF
3
µν
=
1
4g2
(∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ − ǫabAbµA3ν + ǫabA3µAbν)2
+
1
4g2
(∂µA
3
ν − ∂νA3µ − ǫabAaµAbν)2, (26)
and SGF is the gauge-fixing term in the MA gauge,
SGF =
1
2g2α
{(
DMAµ
)ab
Abµ
}2
+
1
2g2β
(∂µA
3
µ)
2
− c¯aF abcb − c¯3(−∂2)c3 − ǫabc¯3∂µ(Aaµcb), (27)
where ca and c¯a are the off-diagonal Faddeev-Popov
ghosts and antighosts, and c3 and c¯3 the diagonal
Faddeev-Popov ghost and antighost. α and β are gauge
fixing parameters, which are set to be zero in the gauge.
The Gribov-Zwanziger action is constructed with the
replacement of the condition E > 0 by the weaker condi-
tion Trκ > 0,
ZGZ ≡
∫
DADc¯Dce−SYM−SGFθ(Trκ), (28)
where
θ(Trκ) = θ(4dk20 +
2d
V
κ1 +
2k20
V
κ2 − 2d
V
κ3)
= θ(2k20V + κ1 +
k20
d
κ2 − κ3) ≡ θ(K). (29)
K is exponentiated with the expression,
θ(K) =
1
2πi
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
ω − iǫ exp (iωK) , (30)
and the saddle point approximation for the integral,
ZGZ ≃
∫
DADc¯Dc exp {−SYM − SGF + λK} . (31)
Here, λ is determined from the stationary condition,∫
DADc¯DcK exp {−SYM − SGF + λK}∫
DADc¯Dc exp {−SYM − SGF + λK} =
1
λ
, (32)
λ > 0 is necessary in order to satisfy the condition (32)
in the Gribov region, K > 0 [5].
In this way, we derive the Gribov-Zwanziger action in
the SU(2) MA gauge with the U(1)3 Landau gauge,
ZGZ =
∫
DADc¯Dc
exp
[
−SYM − SGF + λ
(
κ1 +
k20
d
κ2 − κ3 + 2k20V
)]
.
(33)
Note that in addition to non-local terms, κ2 and κ3, there
are mass terms, κ1 due to the nonlinearity of the MA
gauge. κ2 is localized in Ref. [22] and appendix A. In the
following we show that κ3 is also localized and canceled
with the mass terms.
C. Localization of Gribov-Zwanziger action in
SU(2) MA gauge with U(1)3 Landau gauge
Next, we introduce a pair of 2×2 complex scalar fields(
φ′ab, φ¯′ab
)
in order to localize the non-local Gribov-
Zwanziger action in the SU(2) MA gauge. We insert the
identity,
1 = (detF )
2
∫
Dφ¯′Dφ′ exp
[
−
∫
ddxddyφ¯′ba(x)F bc(x, y)φ′ca(y)
]
,
(34)
into the partition function ZGZ and perform the change
of variables,
φ′ab(x) = φab(x)−
√
λ
∫
ddyF−1ae(x, y)Aec(y)ǫcb
≡ φab −
√
λ(F−1Aǫ)ab,
φ¯′ab(x) = φ¯ab(x)−
√
λ
∫
ddyǫbeAec(y)F−1ca(y, x)
≡ φ¯ab −
√
λ(ǫAF−1)ba, (35)
Then the non-local term is canceled,
exp [−λκ3] = (detF )2
∫
Dφ¯Dφ exp
[
−λAac (F−1)cdAda
−
[
φ¯ba −
√
λ(ǫAF−1)ab
]
F bc
[
φca −
√
λ(F−1Aǫ)ca
]]
= (detF )
2
∫
Dφ¯Dφ
exp
[
−
∫
ddxddyφ¯baF bcφca −
∫
ddx
√
λǫbaAbc (φca − φ¯ca)
]
,
(36)
where we have used Aab(x) = Aba(x) and omitted the
space-time integrals in the first line. Note that the
Faddeev-Popov operator is a local operator, and thus the
first term in Eq.(36) is localized.
5Furthermore, we can localize the determinant term,
(detF )2, with a pair of ghost fields
(
ωab(x), ω¯ab(x)
)
,
(detF )2 =
∫
Dω¯Dω exp
[∫
ddxddyω¯ba(x)F bc(x, y)ωca(y)
]
.
(37)
Similarly, κ2 is also localized in appendix A by in-
troducing a pair of complex vector fields
(
ψabµ , ψ¯
ab
µ
)
and
ghost vector fields
(
fabµ , f¯
ab
µ
)
.
Thus, we obtain the local Gribov-Zwanziger action in
the SU(2) MA gauge with the U(1)3 Landau gauge,
ZGZ =
∫
DADc¯DcDψ¯DψDf¯DfDφ¯DφDω¯Dω
exp
[
−SYM − SGF − λ
∫
ddx
{
AaµA
a
µ − 2A3µA3µ
}
−
∫
ddxddy
{
ψ¯baµ F
bcψcaµ − f¯ baµ F bcf caµ
}
−
∫
ddx
√
λ
k20
d
ǫacA3µ
(
ψcaµ − ψ¯caµ
)
−
∫
ddxddy
{
φ¯baF bcφca − ω¯baF bcωca
}
−
∫
ddx
√
λǫbaAbc (φca − φ¯ca)+ 2λk20
∫
ddx
]
(38)
IV. VACUUM EXPECTATION VALUES OF(
φ, φ¯
)
AND THE SHIFTED ACTION
The effective potential of the Gribov-Zwanziger action
in the SU(2) MA gauge with the U(1)3 Landau gauge has
not the local minimum of
〈
φab
〉
=
〈
φ¯ab
〉
= 0, but
〈
φab
〉
= − 〈φ¯ab〉 = ǫab√λ, (39)
where we assumed the constant expectation values and
used F acφcb = F acφ¯cb = Aacφcb.
Then, we shift the variables,
φab → φab + ǫab
√
λ
φ¯ab → φ¯ab − ǫab
√
λ, (40)
and obtain the shifted action,
ZGZ =
∫
DADc¯DcDψ¯DψDf¯DfDφ¯DφDω¯Dω
exp
[
−SYM − SGF
−
∫
ddxddy
{
ψ¯baµ F
bcψcaµ − f¯ baµ F bcf caµ
}
−
∫
ddx
√
λ
k20
d
ǫacA3µ
(
ψcaµ − ψ¯caµ
)
−
∫
ddxddy
{
φ¯baF bcφca − ω¯baF bcωca
}
+ 2λk20
∫
ddx
]
, (41)
where the total derivative terms were neglected. Note
that the mass terms including the diagonal part like a
tachyonic behavior are canceled and the dependence of
λ arises only from the well-known horizon term and con-
stant term.
We can easily understand the contributions of
(
φ, φ¯
)
and (ω, ω¯) are trivial, because when they are integrated
out, there arise the Faddeev-Popov determinant and the
inverse of the Faddeev-Popov determinant. Thus, we ob-
tain the final expression of the Gribov-Zwanziger action
in the SU(2) MA gauge with the U(1)3 Landau gauge,
ZGZ =
∫
DADc¯DcDψ¯DψDf¯Df exp
[
−SYM − SGF
−
∫
ddxddy
{
ψ¯baµ F
bcψcaµ − f¯ baµ F bcf caµ
}
−
∫
ddx
{√
λ′ǫacA3µ
(
ψcaµ − ψ¯caµ
)
+ λ′2d
}]
, (42)
where we defined λ′ ≡ λk20/d. Note that when we inte-
grate out
(
ψ, ψ¯
)
and
(
f, f¯
)
, the action is just composed
of the Yang-Mills term, gauge-fixing term and horizon
term as in the Landau gauge. The stationary condition
is rewritten as∫
DADc¯Dc (κ2 + 2dV ) exp {−SYM − SGF + λ′κ2}∫
DADc¯Dc exp {−SYM − SGF + λ′κ2} =
1
λ′
.
(43)
V. GLUON PROPAGATORS AT TREE LEVEL
Now that we have constructed the local Gribov-
Zwanziger action in the MA gauge, we give the tree-level
gluon propagators of the off-diagonal and diagonal parts.
The behavior of them in the Gribov-Zwanziger action is
different for the off-diagonal and diagonal components.
The propagator of the diagonal gluon in the SU(2) MA
6gauge with U(1)3 Landau gauge has the form,
G33µν(k) =
k2
k4 + 4g2λ′
[
δµν − kµkν
k2
]
. (44)
where λ′ is determined by Eq.(43).
On the other hand, the propagator of the off-diagonal
gluons in the SU(2) MA gauge with the U(1)3 Landau
gauge is written as
Gabµν(k) =
1
k2
[
δµν − kµkν
k2
]
δab. (45)
Note that the diagonal gluon propagator is much affected
by the Gribov region and shows the violation of the
Kallen-Lehmann representation, while the off-diagonal
gluon propagator is not affected by the Gribov region.
VI. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORKS
We have constructed the local Gribov-Zwanziger ac-
tion in the SU(2) MA gauge with the U(1)3 Landau gauge
fixing. The action has been obtained by restricting the
functional integral region of gauge fields and resumming
the perturbation of the Faddeev-Popov operator around
the lowest (nontrivial) eigenvalue of the unperturbation
part under the infinite volume limit. With the condi-
tion of positivity of the trace of the Faddeev-Popov op-
erator and the exponentiation of the term, there appear
the usual mass terms of the off-diagonal gluons and the
anomalous mass term of the diagonal one in the action.
These terms show up due to the nonlinearity of the MA
gauge condition, Eq. (2) and do not show up in the Lan-
dau gauge because of the linearity.
In addition to these terms, there appears the nonlo-
cal term with the inverse of the Faddeev-Popov operator
which does not correspond to the horizon function in the
Landau gauge. Rather, the term corresponding to the
horizon function in the Landau gauge, shows up in the
next order of inverse volume. The nonlocal term has
been also localized by introducing new scalar fields and
ghost fields as in the term corresponding to the horizon
function [22]. Though the action is localized, the vacuum
for the new scalar fields become unstable. Thus we shift
the scalar fields to those around the stable vacuum, and
then these terms are canceled by the mass terms. In this
way, we have obtained the final expression of the local
Gribov-Zwanziger action in the SU(2) MA gauge with
the U(1)3 Landau gauge, which corresponds to the ac-
tion including to the Yang-Mills term, gauge-fixing term
and horizon term as in Landau gauge.
Furthermore, we have derived the off-diagonal and di-
agonal gluon propagators at tree level from the Gribov-
Zwanziger action in the SU(2) MA gauge with the U(1)3
Landau gauge. The off-diagonal propagator is not af-
fected by the Gribov region, while as for the diago-
nal part, the propagator seems to show the violation of
Kallen-Lehmann representation related to the gluon con-
finement.
It is also interesting to consider the lower dimensional-
ity. In the Landau gauge, there are also Gribov copies in
lower dimensions as in four dimensions [11]. Especially in
two dimensions, the lattice result of the gluon propaga-
tor is in agreement with the propagator from the original
Gribov-Zwanziger action at least qualitative level [10].
Our result in the MA gauge has been obtained in
any dimensions. Thus, we can investigate whether the
Gribov-Zwanziger scenario is also supported in the MA
gauge by comparing our propagators with the two di-
mensional numerical result in the gauge, though, there
are not at present any lattice calculations in two dimen-
sional MA gauge to our knowledge.
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Appendix A: Localization of the horizon function
In this appendix, we consider the localization of κ2,
corresponding to the horizon function in the Landau
gauge [22]. κ2 term in the Gribov-Zwanziger action
Eq.(31) is localized by inserting the identity,
1 = (detF )2d
∫
Dψ¯′µDψ
′
µ
exp
[
−
∫
ddxddyψ¯′baµ F
bc(x, y)ψ′caµ
]
, (A1)
where we introduced a pair of complex bosonic vector
fields, (ψbaµ , ψ¯
†ba
µ ). The non-local term is canceled by the
change of variables,
ψbaµ (x) = ψ
′ba
µ (x)−
√
λ
k20
d
∫
ddyF−1bc(x, y)ǫcaA3µ(y),
(A2)
and (detF )2d is also localized by introducing a pair of
fermionic vector fields (fabµ , f¯µ
ab
),
(detF )
2d
=
∫
Df¯Df exp
[∫
ddxddyf¯ baµ F
bcf caµ
]
. (A3)
7In this way, κ2 term is localized [5, 22],
exp
[
λ
k20
d
κ2
]
=
∫
Df¯DfDψ¯µDψ
exp
[
−
∫
ddxddy
{
ψ¯baµ F
bcψcaµ − f¯ baµ F bcf caµ
}
−
∫
ddx
√
λ
k20
d
ǫacA3µ
(
ψcaµ − ψ¯caµ
) ]
. (A4)
The Fadeev-Popov operator is a local operator and thus
we obtain the local form of all terms in the Gribov-
Zwanziger action of the SU(2) MA gauge, Eq. (31).
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